How Trade Law Changed:
Why It Should Change Again

by John Linarelli*

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most enjoyable moments I have as an academic lawyer is when students, who have had limited exposure to the law on international economics and commerce, have the profound moment when they realize how many rules and institutions are at work in these fields. Students seem to come into the course thinking international exchange occurs in a Hobbesian state of nature. A few weeks into the course, I start to ask for the students' views on whether the law is more developed internationally than domestically. Their attempts to answer this question become an opportunity to reflect on the law and its aims. I hope they leave my course with an appreciation of the substantial public and private law institutions at work in the global order. We all have some form of "ownership" of these institutions, not in the form we find in states, but clearly something.

The United States Department of State annually publishes a list of treaties and international agreements to which the United States is a party.¹ The most recent publication is 501 pages long.² These are the
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¹ U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, TREATIES IN FORCE: A LIST OF TREATIES AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OF THE UNITED STATES IN FORCE ON JAN. 1, 2013 [hereinafter
treaties and international agreements entered into by one state (albeit a powerful one) with another state or group of states. The list ranges from multilateral treaties of enormous significance, such as the United Nations Charter\(^3\) and the World Trade Organization (WTO) Agreements,\(^4\) to bilateral treaties of limited scope.\(^5\) The list obviously increases if treaties to which the United States is not a party are examined. Many of these treaties have to do with economic relations and international trade. Historian Eric Hobsbawm tells us,

[T]he major fact about the nineteenth century is the creation of a single global economy, progressively reaching into the most remote corners of the world, an increasingly dense web of economic transactions, communications and movements of goods, money and people linking the developed countries with each other and with the undeveloped world.\(^6\)

Globalization persists into the twenty-first century, but with a pervasive multilateral and institutional architecture added to an increasingly intricate bilateral and regional one. This architecture includes hundreds of inter-governmental organizations with real power over global governance. While the most sophisticated and developed of these institutions is still at the level of the state,\(^7\) the sovereignty of states is becoming a quaint and outdated idea. International lawyers are well aware that state sovereignty is eroded by this "dense web" of treaty commitments, some of which have produced bureaucracies surpassing those of some states in terms of size, budget and authority.\(^8\)

This Article does three things. First, it outlines the historical evolution of trade institutions. My aim in the first part is to make the point that institutions have been at work in international trade for some time and that these institutions evolved after 1945 into a complex system of multilateral cooperation with substantial organizational and administrative characteristics. A few caveats are in order. I am not a historian, and a proper historical account of this kind cannot be accomplished in
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a law review article. In addition, the historical survey I set forth is no doubt incomplete and focuses almost wholly on the West or its contact with non-Westerners. Moreover, the distinction between interpreting and describing can be elusive. For example, an economist might see trade along the lines of liberal or “free” trade versus protectionism and associate protectionism with a form of nationalism or mercantilism. Actually, history is full of examples in which the promotion of free trade goes hand-in-hand with nationalism, aggression, offensive war, and colonialism.

Second, the Article examines whether normative political theory supports the extension of duties of justice beyond nation-states. Theories that disagree with this proposition usually do so because of a lack of coercive institutions or a political community, features which, in Mathias Risse’s words, render states “normatively peculiar” and “morally relevant.” Given the substantial institutions identified in the first part of the Article, with their history rooted in coercion, I argue that limiting the domain of justice only to states and their citizens is open to doubt.

Justice in trade is about a particular kind of justice known as distributive justice. Distributive justice is about how a set of things in a society (social primary goods for Rawls, for example) should be distributed within it. These theories look for moral reasons to distribute things in a particular way. The distribution is usually to be accomplished through institutions (such as the law, for example). The institutions of a society—social practices constructed by the members of a society—distribute the burdens and benefits of society. These institutions affect the lives of people in significant ways. They are coercive in that members of a society have to comply with their commands. The qualities of these institutions require that they be justifiable to all members of society.

In the second part of the Article, I look at how political philosophers have sought to extend arguments for distributive justice beyond the state. A great deal has been written on the subject, and it can only be introduced here. But I also suggest that the relevance of trade institutions to people’s lives, and the mandatory and intrusive features of these institutions, becomes evident when the institutions’ history is examined.
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This suggests that the case for extending duties of justice beyond the state may be a strong one.

Finally, in the third part of the Article, I briefly examine the future of trade institutions. This third part summarizes the underlying principles that have been at work in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and subsequent WTO Agreements. It deals with some ways to improve the moral legitimacy of trade agreements in future trade negotiations. It explores, very briefly, how justice ought to become an underlying principle, though the prospects of this occurring are remote at this time.

II. The Evolution of Institutions Governing World Trade

Institutions of trade during four historical periods are investigated here. First, we look at the period from antiquity to the era of modern colonialism. This takes us to the year 1500. We then explore the institutions of trade through the period of colonization up to the beginning of the twentieth century. While colonization continued beyond this point, I want to make a clear separation as we get closer to the period that prompted the move to the contemporary period leading to the development of multilateral trade institutions. We then move into discussion of the GATT, the failed International Trade Organization (ITO), and the successive rounds of the GATT leading to the Uruguay Round, which created the World Trade Organization (WTO) and its set of agreements.

A. From Antiquity to Modern Colonialism

International trade has a long and rich history and so do its institutions. Long-distance trade dates from the earliest civilizations,
predating the rise of the modern state and even the civilizations of classical antiquity. With the decline of the Roman Empire, long-distance trade declined, particularly in the Dark Ages, but increased in the eleventh and twelfth centuries as a result of population growth in Europe. From the eleventh and twelfth centuries and into the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries merchants of the Italian city-states, the Hanseatic League, and, later, the English merchants, dominated long-distance trade on the European continent.

In medieval times, merchants themselves traveled with their goods and directed the voyages. Merchants in the Middle Ages traded in fairs. The Champagne fairs, for example, which existed in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, became significant markets for merchants from all across Europe to trade. Six fairs in the Champagne area of France evolved into a major center for trade between Northern and Southern


For a discussion of trade institutions existing prior to the rise of the modern state, it may be inaccurate to refer to trade as "international" versus "domestic" or even to "states." Geographical descriptions, such as "long distance," are thus used when appropriate in the text to avoid the description of historical events with possibly misleading or inappropriate contemporary terminology and concepts. However, we have to accept that it is not possible or desirable to remove oneself from one's own era entirely. We must necessarily interpret in these exercises.
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An expanding population in a local area would eventually encounter diminishing returns to further increases in the size of the labor force. Part of the increased labor force would as a consequence migrate to take up virgin land in the wilderness, thus extending the frontiers of settlement. However, the density of habitation would still be greater in the older areas than on the frontier, and this differential, resulting in a variation of land-to-labor ratios between areas, when coupled with regional differences in natural resource endowments, would lead to different types of production. Such variances would allow profitable exchanges of products between regions. The development and expansion of a market economy during the Middle Ages was a direct response to the opportunity to gain from the specialization and trade made feasible by population growth. The growth in towns facilitated local and regional exchanges, and the expansion of these markets made it profitable to specialize functions, to introduce new technologies, and to adjust the production processes to altered conditions.
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Europe. For the Champagne fairs, the King of France and the Count of Champagne guaranteed safe passage of merchants to and from the fairs. Foreign merchants were given trading privileges. Many French towns guaranteed freedom to trade. The system of merchant protection signaled a shift in protection of merchant activity from local manors and individuals to regional courts and barons, as well as to kings. In the 1300s, permanent markets in urban areas eventually replaced fairs.

As trade flows grew so did institutions to facilitate trade and to deal with the risks inherent in long-distance trade. The lex mercatoria, the root of commercial law in both the civilian and common law legal traditions, evolved, though whether it did so from the customs of merchants or more conventionally in courts of sovereigns seems to be an open question. In the thirteenth century, various institutions arose to deal with the ever-increasing flow of trade. Deposit banking, an institution that perhaps has been in existence since Roman times, was revived. Insurance began sometime in the 1200s or 1300s, with the first known example of insurance dating from 1287. Insurance, started by the Italians, was conceptualized at the time mainly in conjunction with the rise of maritime commerce to and from the Italian city-states. Insurance thus started as an institutional device to facilitate international trade. Traders in the fairs developed various institutions for exchanging currencies, prototype bills of exchange, and other institutions designed to lower the costs of trade transactions.

The history of the regulation of long-distance trade has its foundations in the protection of traders from the excesses and predations of pirates and in the securing of concessions, preferences, and privileges for one’s traders in foreign ports. The Italian city-states set up a regular
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practice of sending ambassadors to other states, often to negotiate trade agreements. The Italian republics sought to enhance security along sea routes by agreeing to treaties of amity and commerce with powers along the Mediterranean Sea. This first step was usually taken together with (or closely followed by) agreements for trading privileges (if possible on terms more favorable than those granted to other cities) and often resulted in the establishment of colonies or enclaves in a foreign port. International-trade policy of the Middle Ages was thus a curious mixture of treaties seeking to maintain physical security for one’s traders and treaties seeking protection for traders in the form of monopolies or preferences from foreigners. As for the seeking of protection, medieval trade policy is analogous to the contemporary notion of a beggar-thy-neighbor policy. The Italian city-states took these treaties seriously. They considered any serious breach of the treaties’ provisions to be an act of aggression and did not hesitate to use force if the offending party failed to provide prompt redress.

To implement trade concessions and privileges in the trade agreements of the Middle Ages, a detailed customs administration was required. Customs duties were often regulated by treaty, and some treaties contained provisions for resolution of customs disputes. Customs fraud was also a concern because it tended to negate any preferences granted to traders of the preferred nationality. For example, from about 1261, Genoese traders were exempt from customs duties in Greece. At the time, one of the most important branches of Genoese administration in Greece was the officium mercantiae, or commercial bureau. One of the tasks of the officium mercantiae was to cooperate with Greek customs authorities to stop goods not of Genoese origin from entering into Greece as if they were Genoese goods. Both the Genoese and the Greek authorities imposed severe penalties on merchants who tried to commit customs fraud in this manner.
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While the Italian republics maintained hegemony into the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in Mediterranean trade, the Hanseatic League maintained an even more dominant hegemony over Baltic trade. The Hanseatic League consisted of 200 towns, led by Lübeck, Cologne, and Danzig. The members of the League enjoyed concessionary trading privileges in many ports, including London, Bruges, Bergen, and Novgorod. The League held its last diet in 1669; although, by that year it had already been in decline for a long time.

One of the more interesting phenomena in the regulation of international trade between England and the Hanseatic League was that various English kings granted League merchants special privileges to trade in England, resulting in lower customs duties than those paid by English merchants. Why would a country's ruler make an international agreement that results in substantial prejudice to his own nationals? Tax revenues. The English monarchy funded their administration by taxing overseas traders. For example, the Hanse took advantage of the War of the Roses by financing and equipping King Edward IV in his war against the Lancastrians. The Hanseatic League and King Edward entered into the Treaty of Utrecht in 1474, which granted the Hanse extensive trading privileges in England while granting virtually no rights to English traders in the Baltic. Rulers promoted trade when it was in their interest to do so (such as in the protection of foreign merchants participating in trade fairs), but also restricted trade when it was in their interest to do so, often to raise revenue (such as in the proliferation of tolls, confiscation of goods, and other devices).
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B. Trade and Colonial Expansion

Historians widely recognize the year 1500, and the sixteenth century, as "the watershed between the medieval world and the modern world."55 During the sixteenth century, the volume of international trade expanded globally.56 Ventures across oceans, to the New World and Asia, increased dramatically during this period, and by the end of the sixteenth century, "the ocean had become a king's highway."57 In their influential work on new institutional economics, Douglass North and Robert Thomas characterize the regularization of trade between Europe and the rest of the world in the sixteenth century as a "major achievement."58 The Italian cities and the Hanseatic League dominated trade, but the Dutch and the English in the seventeenth century eventually supplanted the Italians and the Hanse.59

We need to be careful when explicating this account. We could place too much emphasis on a particular economic frame as dividing along the lines of whether trade policies were "free trade" or "protectionist." Much of the economic history of trade institutions is framed along these lines.60 I may employ this line of thinking at times, following the lead of economic historians. However, another narrative should be explored in recounting this history, and it is a very well-grounded account that we should not dismiss: we can connect trade institutions to violence and oppression and conceptualize colonization as an officially directed commercial enterprise.61
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On the regulation of international trade in the sixteenth century, North says:

During the sixteenth century the commerce of Western Europe evolved not within a peaceful, orderly, free-trade world, but against all the obstacles that could be reared by war, hostility, and jealousy between the rival nation-states. The heads of state were certain that they could extend their influence only at the expense of some other sovereign, and they were equally persuaded that an economy could extend its commerce only at the expense of another nation.63

This approach to state involvement in international trade reflects the dominance of mercantilism as an economic school of thought, into the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Mercantilism sought the maximization of the trade surplus for a country in order to maximize the circulation of monetary gold in that country.64 Wealth was associated solely with the magnitude of circulating gold in a country.65 To produce wealth through gold, industry was protected and subsidized, and trade was regulated in a manner to benefit home producers and traders.66 Mercantilism fed into imperial rivalries, which led to concerns about transfers of specie to foreign competitors.67 The mercantilist search for bullion was in part the reason for colonization. Colonies were viewed as sources of raw materials and markets for goods manufactured at home.68

The European encounter with the so-called East Indies provides a telling example of the way trade was accomplished in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In 1603, an admiral of the Dutch East India Company attacked a Portuguese carrack, the Santa Catarina, anchored near Singapore Island.69 After a lengthy battle, the Portuguese surrendered and forfeited their ship and their cargo so that their lives
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would be spared.\textsuperscript{69} The carrack was loaded with cargo, which the United Netherlands East India Company took back to Europe and sold for a substantial profit.\textsuperscript{70} The attack and seizure was a prominent example of freebooting by the Dutch in southeast Asian seas in the early seventeenth century.\textsuperscript{71} The Company retained Hugo Grotius to write a legal opinion defending the attack, and his \textit{De Jure Praedae}\textsuperscript{72} was the result, a precursor to \textit{De Jure Belli et Pacis},\textsuperscript{73} his work of broader significance to international law.\textsuperscript{74} After this attack and its legal justification by Grotius, the Dutch stepped up their attacks against Iberian interests in the Straits of Singapore.\textsuperscript{75} This example only highlights the force European powers of the time used against each other. Much more can be said about the colonization of southeast Asia and how the Europeans disrupted trade, networks, and institutions in what are now modern Malaysia, Indonesia, and Singapore.\textsuperscript{76}

In the eighteenth century, we begin to see some movement by European powers towards policies more familiar to the contemporary period.\textsuperscript{77} The Anglo-French Commercial Treaty of 1786,\textsuperscript{78} which took two years to negotiate (1784-1786), represented a substantial change in the trade policy of both the United Kingdom and France.\textsuperscript{79} Prior to the treaty, these two countries embargoed each other's goods, and the only trade carried on between the two states was by smuggling.\textsuperscript{80} The treaty focused on liberalizing trade in French wines and silks and British textiles and manufactures.\textsuperscript{81} Import duties were reduced to levels between ten and twelve percent, and the treaty contained an uncon-
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ditional most-favored-nation provision. The most-favored-nation obligation is a fundamental discipline of non-discrimination in contemporary trade agreements.

The United States, from its first years in the latter eighteenth century, pursued a protectionist tariff policy, with the United States government imposing moderate to high levels of tariffs beginning with its first in 1789. The United States has historically been protectionist. In contrast to the unconditional most-favored-nation clause found in the Anglo-French Commercial Treaty of 1786, the United States developed the conditional clause. The first trade treaty that the United States entered was with France, the Treaty of Amity and Commerce which came into effect on February 6, 1778. This treaty contained the conditional most-favored-nation clause. By the end of the nineteenth century, the United States was transformed from a fledgling new country into the largest economy in the world, comprising a vast internal common market with ten to twenty percent of world trade flows.

With the wars of the French revolution marring Europe from 1790 to 1815, European governments were still protectionist as a matter of policy. In addition, there was a new style of post-mercantilist protectionism on its way based on the writings of the Austrian Friedrich List, the American Alexander Hamilton, and others. The new protectionism was founded on economic nationalism—the idea of stimulating economic development by protecting local industry.
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In 1815, after the wars with France had ended, the landed gentry in Britain were able to influence Parliament to enact a trade law, the Corn Law of 1815, to protect local agriculture against foreign grain imports. The Corn Law was at the center of a political battle between the declining landed interests of Britain, who sought to promote agriculture, and the rising industrial interests brought into existence by the Industrial Revolution, which occurred first in Britain. In the three decades between 1815 and 1846, Britain moved significantly to a liberal trade policy. The British Parliament repealed the Corn Laws in May 1846. In addition, in 1849, Parliament repealed the Navigation Acts effective in 1850. The Navigation Acts required the use of British ships for the maritime transportation of British goods, and because Britain was the largest trading nation, the Acts had a significant effect on the development of commercial maritime capability and contributed to British supremacy on the seas in the eighteenth century. This was at a time when Britain was forty to sixty years ahead of its neighbors in technological development. A few small countries, such as the Netherlands, also tended to be economically liberal, but the rest of Europe remained highly protectionist, developing regimes of protection to shield their industry from international competition, particularly from British competition. Between the years 1846 and 1861, the United States, based on tariff levels, was liberal to moderately protectionist.

It is impossible to cover the trade policies of all countries in this Article, but two major trading nations of eastern Asia deserve mention—China and Japan. The western powers forced these (and other) countries to liberalize their domestic markets to open their markets to trade from the West. From 1757 until about 1840, China maintained
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significant restrictions on international trade. The purpose of the British-instigated Opium War (1839-1842) was to force China to open its markets to British trade. The Opium War ended with the signing of the Treaty of Nanking, signed on August 29, 1842. China lost its ability to set its own tariffs, and it did not regain this power until 1929. Treaties opening trade with other western countries followed. As for Japan, it was forced to liberalize in response to the military expedition of the American Commodore Matthew C. Perry. Prior to the compelled liberalization, Japan was a tightly controlled and closed society, with negligible levels of cross-border trade. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Japan and China entered into "unequal treaties" with western countries. These treaties typically contained a most-favored-nation clause, which was unilateral in nature—the clause required only one party to the treaty to grant most-favored-nation benefits to the other party, but not vice versa. For example, Article 9 of the Kanagawa Treaty between Japan and the United States provided:

It is agreed, that if at any future day the government of Japan shall grant to any other nation or nations privileges and advantages which are not herein granted to the United States, and the citizens thereof, that these same privileges and advantages shall be granted likewise to the United States, and to the citizens thereof, without any consultation or delay.
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The Kanagawa Treaty, entered into on March 31, 1854, was the treaty that resulted from Commodore Perry's military expedition. Substantially similar clauses appeared in treaties entered into by other western powers with Asian countries—some entered into well prior to the date of the Kanagawa Treaty. The United States did not invent the unilateral clause.

As for the European countries, most of them did not follow Britain's liberal-trade lead until 1860. Until that year, the major continental European countries adhered to defensive protectionist policies in attempts to catch up with Britain. Other than Britain, only four European countries followed a liberal-trade policy. These countries—Denmark, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Switzerland—comprised four to five percent of the European population at the time; although, with the exception of Switzerland, these countries historically engaged in trade and colonialism. The remaining continental European countries focused on economic nationalism. Although nationalist approaches are protectionist, they do show a shift away from mercantilist approaches. Mercantilism is offensive and focuses on getting the largest share of the total pie, while economic nationalism is defensive in approach and focuses on developing a separate, larger domestic pie.

The European free-trade period could be said to begin in 1860, with the Anglo-French Treaty of 1860, which was signed on January 23, 1860, and lasted ten years. In that agreement, after a hiatus of thirty to forty years, the unconditional most-favored-nation clause once again appeared in an international trade treaty. During the hiatus, countries had instead used what was in the nineteenth century called
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the "American clause"—a conditional most-favored-nation clause.\textsuperscript{131} France very quickly followed the Anglo-French Treaty of 1860 with many other countries.\textsuperscript{132} This led to what has been described as "tariff 'disarmament'" in Europe, mainly as a result of the unconditional most-favored-nation clauses contained in the treaties.\textsuperscript{133} Unlike the liberalization occurring in Europe, the United States maintained strict protectionist policies based on extremely high tariff levels from 1861 to the end of World War II.\textsuperscript{134}

The liberal trade period in Europe did not last very long, and protectionism returned starting in 1879 with the passage of a new tariff policy by the German government.\textsuperscript{135} As historian Paul Bairoch explains:

> In Continental Europe the triumph of protectionist ideas was very largely the result of the coalition between agricultural interests and those of industry. Farmers, who were disappointed by the slow growth in sales to the United Kingdom and seriously handicapped by the imports of grain and other foodstuffs from overseas, thus supported those manufacturers who had never really been convinced of the advantage of free trade.\textsuperscript{136}

> It was in the latter part of the nineteenth century that the trade treaties of the 1860s and 1870s began to expire in accordance with their terms.\textsuperscript{137} In 1892, the French adopted the Mélée tariff at a time when most treaties were expiring and this was widely understood as ending the prior period of liberalized trade.\textsuperscript{138}

\textbf{C. The Twentieth Century—Before GATT}

Many tariff wars involving many countries occurred from 1892 to 1914.\textsuperscript{139} This period has been described as an age of protectionism in
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Tariff wars typically occurred during renegotiation of trade treaties that had expired or were about to expire. The game played in this period involved commitment to punitive tariff policy and retaliation. A country—usually for reasons relating to trade negotiations—would increase import duties on goods imported from its trading partner. The country against whom the tariffs were directed would then engage in reprisal. In some cases, the parties would enter into a treaty that would reflect the market or bargaining power of the treaty parties. One author writing at the time found, “As a matter of fact tariff policy is being considered by various countries at the present day from the point of view of ‘Retaliation.”

The period between the first and second World Wars was an era of protectionism and economic decline. Punitive tariffs, economic instability, and depression led to substantial shrinkages of international trade flows, leading one prominent economist in 1938 to ask, will international trade “ever play again the same dominant part in the economic life of the world that it played in the nineteenth century?” Woodrow Wilson’s third of fourteen points, made in his famous speech to the United States Congress in 1918 regarding the conditions for a sustainable peace after World War I, called for “removal, so far as possible, of all economic barriers and the establishment of an equality of trade conditions among all the nations consenting to the peace and associating themselves for its maintenance.” This is far from what actually occurred, however, and international trade during the interwar years provides a number of lessons on the significance of institutions to international co-operation in the area of trade.

Although by no means a complete identification of issues spanning the globe and a significant time period, the following four problems characterize the interwar years:
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The Use of Trade as Warfare. Charles P. Kindleberger describes international trade relations between countries in the interwar years as follows: "As the world economy slowly settled down, the pre-war system of trade treaties was resumed, with extension of the principle of high legislative tariffs so-called 'bargaining' or 'fighting' tariffs which would be reduced through mutual tariff concessions agreed in bilateral treaties, and extended through the most-fav[or]ed-nation clause."149

A League of Nations report issued in 1942—looking back at the interwar years—found that “[t]rade was consistently regarded as a form of warfare, as a vast game of beggar-my-neighbor, rather than as a [cooperative] activity from the extension of which all stood to benefit.”150 In the interwar years, France and other countries developed the contemporary version of the quota or quantitative restriction.151 There was an increase in the use of domestic regulation to restrict trade.152 Canada promulgated the first anti-dumping legislation in 1904, which was subsequently amended in 1921.153 Australia, Britain, New Zealand, and the United States also promulgated anti-dumping legislation in 1921, and Japan did so one year earlier, in 1920.154

In addition to using tariffs in the 1930s, countries also used ingenious non-tariff barriers.155 The popular claim that non-tariff barriers are a phenomenon of the latter twentieth century may be unfounded. In the 1930s, there was an increasing use of sophisticated quotas and licensing restrictions.156

The Disastrous Smoot-Hawley Tariff Regime. On June 17, 1930, United States President Herbert Hoover signed the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930157 into law.158 As a result of the Smoot-Hawley Act, Unit-
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ed States protectionism "reached an unprecedented height."\(^{159}\) The Act raised customs duties on manufactured goods by more than sixty percent, with an average tariff rate around forty-five to fifty percent for manufactured goods.\(^{160}\) According to Kindleberger, "[a] groundswell of resentment spread around the world and quickly led to retaliation."\(^{161}\) By the latter half of 1931, twenty-five countries retaliated by increasing their duties on goods of United States origin.\(^{162}\) At the time, the entire globe was in the throes of the Great Depression, and this exacerbated the effects of the tariff war.\(^{163}\) The value and volume of world trade declined substantially.\(^{164}\) Between 1929 and 1932, the value of world trade declined by about sixty percent, which was a decline of about thirty-five percent in the volume of world trade.\(^{165}\)

The effects of the Smoot-Hawley tariff regime went much farther than the data would suggest. Kindleberger explains:

The significance of the [Smoot-Hawley] tariff goes far beyond its effect on American imports and the balance of payments to the core of the question of the stability of the world economy. President Hoover let Congress get out of hand and failed to govern . . . ; by taking national action and continuing on its own course through the early stages of the depression, the United States served notice on the world that it was unwilling to take responsibility for world economic stability.\(^{166}\)

The tariff war resulting from the Smoot-Hawley Act did not abate until passage of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act of 1934\(^ {167}\) by the U.S. Congress.\(^{168}\) In June 1934, the U.S. Congress granted the President the authority to enter into trade agreements with other countries.\(^ {169}\) Congress extended presidential authority several times, and the
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President entered into thirty-two trade agreements between 1934 and 1945.170

In 1931 and 1932, the United Kingdom initiated the Imperial Preference, based on the principle of "home producers first, empire producers second, and foreign producers last."171 The British imperial preference was negotiated at the Imperial Economic Conference in Ottawa, Canada in 1932.172 As a result of this conference, Britain entered into a series of bilateral agreements with Commonwealth countries and other entities of the British Empire.173 The British imperial preference survived the initiation of the GATT in 1947, however at reduced margins, and eventually the preference was abandoned.174 In the early twentieth century, most countries with colonies used imperial preferences; although, the British imperial preference was perhaps the most significant in terms of the markets to which it applied.175

The Vacuum of Superpower Status. The interwar years were a period of transition. Great Britain was the nineteenth century superpower, but in the early twentieth century-after World War I-British hegemony ended, and no other country was ready to take Britain's place.176 The United States was not ready to assert itself, despite having the largest economy in the world by the end of the nineteenth century.177 As explained by Richard Gardiner in his classic exposition of British-American initiatives to implement a multilateral trade regime,

[the dominant tradition . . . of American [trade] policy had been a compound of economic isolation and economic nationalism. Before the mid-1930's the United States paid little attention to international economic problems; on the occasions when it was forced to do so it played a lone hand without much regard for the interests of other countries.178
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According to Kindleberger, at least one prominent British policy maker at the beginning of World War II believed that restoration of an international system required an “American-dominated system, rooted in Pax Americana.”

Failed Attempts to Create a Multilateral Trading System. Ostensibly, governments in the interwar years espoused liberal trade. There was a dramatic divergence, however, between what governments said and what they actually did. Countries convened many international conferences, many under the auspices of the League of Nations, ostensibly to take action to halt the rise of trade restrictions, but what usually happened at these conferences was that they “papered the record,” meaning they provided evidence of the problem but nothing else. The 1942 League of Nations report, quoted supra, concluded that a normative preference for liberalized trade was “accepted by all in theory but repudiated by almost all in practice. It was repudiated in practice because, as the issue presented itself on one occasion after another, it seemed only too evident that a [g]overnment that did not use its bargaining power would always come off second-best.”

Robert Hudec is of the view that the interwar conferences “produced at least one accomplishment of substance. They gave trade policy officials from the major trading nations an opportunity to come together and work out their ideas.”

During World War II, the U.S. government undertook to formulate its postwar policy. One of the major tenets of that policy was a multilateral approach to trade liberalization. During the war, U.S. policy makers started to realize that their leadership was required to establish a liberal world trade order. A liberal world trade order was viewed, moreover, as an integral part of American foreign policy because free trade was linked to the prevention of war. Cordell Hull, Secretary of State during the Roosevelt Administration, was one of the principal proponents of a liberal multilateral trade order based on reduction of
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trade barriers and non-discrimination, a style of trade liberalization the U.S. government promoted in its pre-war bilateral trade agreements with other countries. As one British author of the time stated:

The post-war planners in the United States were determined to break with the unhappy legacy of economic isolationism and economic nationalism which had been inherited from the past. They were united in seeking the reconstruction of a multilateral trading system which could form the basis for prosperity and peace. Their planning toward this end reflected courage, generosity, and a large amount of genuine idealism.

There was a mixed response from the British government to the American idea of a liberal multilateral trade order. Many in government at the time were free traders, but there were pressures for maintenance of the imperial preference and for socialist policies that would be based on autarky.

During the war, the British and American governments tried to set forth common objectives in the international economic arena, which laid the groundwork for the GATT and the ITO. The first British-American foray into setting the postwar international-trade-policy agenda occurred at the Atlantic Conference in August 1941. The Atlantic Charter stated that the United States and Great Britain "desire to bring about the fullest collaboration between all nations in the economic field with the object of securing, for all, improved labor standards, economic advancement and social security." The British and American governments also agreed that "they will endeavor, with due respect for their existing obligations, to further the enjoyment by all [states, great or small, victor or vanquished, of access, on equal terms, to the trade and to the raw materials of the world which are needed for their economic prosperity."

Informal, non-binding discussions between United States and United Kingdom commercial-policy officials in 1943 further laid the foundation
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for the 1946-1948 negotiation of the GATT and the ITO Charter. The two countries took complementary views of how the postwar trading system should take shape. The parties agreed on the need for a multilateral agreement on trade policy and an international organization that could interpret the agreement, investigate complaints, and settle trade disputes between countries. The participants agreed that the rules of the agreement should be very precise. The 1943 seminar sowed the seeds for a rule-based multilateral trade regime.

In 1944, Britain and the United States held a conference in the town of Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. This now famous conference, known as the Bretton Woods Conference, laid the foundation for the postwar international economic order. The Bretton Woods Conference envisioned the creation of three international institutions, each of which would deal with an important aspect of the international economy. The result of the conference was the drafting of the charter for the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, also known as the World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The initial purpose of the IMF was to maintain the stability of exchange rates and to assist countries with balance-of-payments difficulties through access to special drawing rights at the IMF. The macroeconomic policy goal of the IMF was intended to alleviate the need for countries to rely on trade restrictions in order to improve their balance-of-payments accounts. The initial purpose of the World Bank was to provide financing for the reconstruction of war-torn economies in Europe and Asia; the Bank in the 1960s interpreted its Articles of Agreement to permit the Bank to finance development in developing countries.
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D. The GATT

The Bretton Woods Agreement contemplated a third international institution to deal with trade policy—the ITO.\textsuperscript{208} The GATT was only intended to be an adjunct to the ITO—a provisional international agreement with no real institutional framework.\textsuperscript{209} What happened was the opposite of what the trade negotiators from the twenty-three countries that negotiated the GATT intended. The GATT became the major constitutional document for international trade relations between countries, and the ITO never came into existence.\textsuperscript{210}

The GATT, which still applies today in the context of the WTO agreements, was negotiated in a series of conferences that occurred between 1946 and 1948.\textsuperscript{211} The governments involved in these conferences sought to produce two international agreements—the ITO Charter and the GATT.\textsuperscript{212} In 1945 and 1946, the United States government composed a draft charter for the ITO.\textsuperscript{213} The 1946 document, entitled a “Suggested Charter for an International Trade Organization of the United Nations,”\textsuperscript{214} formed the basis for the “Havana Charter”\textsuperscript{215} of 1948.\textsuperscript{216}

A total of four preparatory conferences took place.\textsuperscript{217} In 1946, interested governments formed a preparatory committee and met in London in what is now known as the London Conference.\textsuperscript{218} The second meeting was in Lake Success, New York.\textsuperscript{219} Although the second meeting was brief, it did result in the consideration of the initial draft
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of the GATT. The third and most important meeting was held in Geneva from April to November 1947, and the fourth meeting, which resulted in the completion of the ITO Charter, was held in Havana in 1948. Hence, the final ITO Charter is referred to as the “Havana Charter.”

The history of the drafting of the GATT and the ITO Charter are intertwined. The Geneva meeting that occurred in 1947 was divided into three parts. One part considered the creation of an institution—the ITO. Another part dealt with tariff reductions, and another part with “general clauses” to be included in the GATT, which would apply to the detailed tariff bindings. The general clauses were intended to be international legal obligations that would protect the value of tariff concessions granted in the negotiations. They would apply to the detailed schedules of tariff reductions appended to the GATT, which were the product of “thousands of individual tariff commitments that resulted from numerous bilateral meetings of negotiators.”

The GATT was intended primarily as an agreement to reduce tariffs and to deter countries from taking actions that would circumvent their promises to reduce tariffs. It was a trade agreement intended to memorialize tariff concessions made in a conference that was seen at the time as the first of a number of such conferences to be conducted with the ITO in place as the organizer of such conferences. The GATT was not intended to provide an international institution to govern international trade relations between nation-states. Rather, it was supposed to work within the ITO structure and under the ITO’s institutional framework.

The ITO Charter never came into effect. Although the U.S. executive branch took the lead, along with the British government, in the idea for an international trade institution and in drafting the ITO
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Charter, Congress refused to approve it. Ultimately, in 1950, President Harry Truman decided not to submit the Charter to Congress for approval. With the failure of the United States to accept the Charter, other countries also declined, likely because the United States was a dominant economic power with the largest economy in the world. The Charter was not approved by the British Parliament either. The United States never approved the Charter, and the ITO was not born from the negotiations.

Some have argued that the ITO Charter failed because it was too detailed. The drafters sought to take a code-like approach, setting forth detailed obligations for members. As Kenneth Dam explains:

The code that the United States sought could, however, only be put into effect by common agreement. Consequently, the U.S. draft of this code was shot full of holes, first at home by the need to permit continuation of certain U.S. protectionist policies, then abroad by the British insistence on continuing the imperial preference arrangement (which involved discrimination by Commonwealth countries in favor of one another) and on retaining the right to use quantitative restrictions to protect the shaky pound sterling, and finally at the drafting conferences by countries that differed profoundly from the United States in their view of the role of the state in international trade. The result was a grotesquely complicated document that included a multitude of detailed compromises and that all too often saw a free-trade principle followed immediately by an exception authorizing trade restrictions.

Gardiner puts it this way:

The two major sponsors of the [ITO] sought to incorporate in the Charter a detailed statement of their favorite economic doctrines. The United States pressed formal undertakings for the elimination of Imperial Preference, quantitative restrictions, and discrimination of all kinds. The United Kingdom pressed equally detailed undertakings to protect domestic policies of full employment. The result was an elaborate set of rules and counter-rules that offered imperfect standards for national policy. These rules and counter-rules satisfied nobody and alienated nearly everybody. They grew into such a
mountain of complexity that the [ITO] finally collapsed of its own weight.  

The irony of the ITO’s failure is that the parties that really pushed for its adoption—Britain and the United States—were responsible for its failure.

The GATT, however, survived. The GATT was completed in late 1947 at the Geneva preparatory conference, well before the ITO Charter was finalized in Havana. On October 30, 1947, eight of the twenty-three original contracting parties to the GATT, including Britain, approved the GATT on a provisional basis, to come into effect as of January 1, 1948, in accordance with a “Protocol of Provisional Application.” It remains in force today. There were a number of political and economic reasons for the provisional application. It provided the original contracting parties with the ability to agree to the GATT with only executive or administrative authority rather than legislative authority because Part II of GATT 1947, which contained the predominant substantive obligations, was subject to the “grandfather rights” or an “existing legislation” exception that is contained in the Protocol of Provisional Application. The relevant provision provided that Part II of GATT 1947 was to be implemented “to the fullest extent not inconsistent with existing legislation.” Provisional application was not a risky venture at the time because the negotiators planned to submit the GATT for definitive application along with the ITO Charter. From an economic standpoint, the negotiators preferred the GATT to come into force as soon as it was negotiated to deter harmful strategic behavior by exporters and importers. Although GATT negotiations were conducted in secret, leaks were inevitable, and the governments negotiating the GATT wanted to avoid the disruption of world trade as traders might withhold sales in anticipation of a tariff reduction. The contracting parties agreeing to the provisional GATT
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did not know that the ITO Charter was doomed to fail. Given the Charter's failure, GATT 1947 became the constitutional instrument of the post-war multilateral trade order.

The main provisions of GATT 1947 are set forth in three parts. Part I contains the most-favored-nation obligation (Article I) and tariff concession obligations (Article II). Part II is comprised of Articles III through XXIII and includes substantive obligations on national treatment of taxation (Article III), customs (Article VII), quantitative restrictions (Articles XI & XIII), transparency (Article X), subsidies (Article XVI), anti-dumping (Article VI), and GATT exceptions (Article XX). Part III is mainly procedural and contains articles on amending GATT 1947 (Article XXX) and accession by countries to GATT 1947 (Article XXXIII). 248

A key institutional feature of GATT 1947 was its lack of a formal apparatus to establish an international organization. This was supposed to be accomplished by the ITO Charter. 249 GATT, however, since its founding and for the approximately fifty years during which it was the only multilateral trade agreement between countries, became a de facto international organization with a GATT Secretariat and a staff. 250 Under the auspices of the GATT, the GATT contracting parties conducted eight rounds of negotiations up to the Uruguay Round in 1994, the last completed round. 251 The purpose of these rounds was to liberalize trade progressively, and they resulted in gradual expansion of GATT coverage, sometimes through separate codes or agreements. 252

This overview of the history of trade regulation brings us through the immediate post-World War II period. This period marks the beginning of a multilateral institutional framework for regulating international trade. Prior to World War II, and going back many centuries into recorded history, the dominant approach to trade relations was in the form of bilateral or at most modest regional agreements.

The GATT was progressively changed through negotiating rounds in which GATT Contracting Parties sought further concessions in various areas of trade. 253 Its operation complied with a norm of what is widely
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known as progressive trade liberalization. Markets are what we make of them in the form of rules. It is these rules, as they existed in the public realm, which were the subject of the GATT negotiating rounds and the WTO rounds as well. The later rounds are probably the most important for our short institutional history here: the Kennedy (1964-67), Tokyo (1973-79), and Uruguay (1986-94) rounds. The Uruguay Round established the World Trade Organization and set the framework for the contemporary normative order governing world trade.

E. The World Trade Organization and the WTO Agreements

I can only provide a summary of the World Trade Agreements here. Table 1, infra, sets forth what is essentially the table of contents for the WTO Agreements in their current form. They were agreed to during the Uruguay Round, and consequently are sometimes referred to as the “Uruguay Round Agreements.” Omitted from Table 1 are virtually all of the “Decisions” and “Declarations” taken in the Uruguay Round. Also omitted are the approximately 25,000 pages of schedules that are part of the Agreements, which reflect agreements on tariff concessions.

The “Final Act Embodying the Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations” is what it says it is. It is the final act of the ministers who met from 1986 through 1994 and concluded the Uruguay Round agreements. The terminology here—“Final Act”—is somewhat misleading because it uses a word—“Act”—usually used to refer to domestic legislation. In the WTO context, however, “Final Act” refers to the agreement that government officials made to put the WTO Agreements through the process of approval and ratification under the
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domestic laws of the individual WTO members and to adopt Ministerial Declarations and Decisions.\textsuperscript{262}

The Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization\textsuperscript{263} is the "umbrella" instrument, sometimes known as the "WTO Charter."\textsuperscript{264} Only ten pages long, it is a significant instrument because it establishes the institutional framework for the WTO and sets up the WTO as an official international organization on international trade matters.\textsuperscript{265} Under the Charter, "[t]he WTO shall provide the common institutional framework for the conduct of trade relations among its Members in matters related to the agreements and associated legal instruments included in the Annexes to this Agreement."\textsuperscript{266} The WTO is an international legal personality and it and its officials enjoy the privileges and immunities typically accorded international organizations and their agents.\textsuperscript{267}

The WTO Charter contains an order of precedence clause, which provides that "[i]n the event of a conflict between a provision of this Agreement and a provision of any of the Multilateral Trade Agreements, the provision of this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of the conflict."\textsuperscript{268}

The annexes to the Charter are the "meat and potatoes" of the WTO Agreements. In distinction from the WTO Charter, they are quite
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lengthy. Annex 1 contains the multilateral agreements.\textsuperscript{269} Annex 1 is divided into three parts to cover the three major divisions of substantive regulation at the WTO level. Annex 1A contains the multilateral agreements on trade in goods.\textsuperscript{270} Goods have been the core area of GATT coverage since the founding of the GATT in 1947.\textsuperscript{271} Annex 1B contains the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS).\textsuperscript{272} GATT covers goods and GATS covers services. Services were dealt with for the first time in the Uruguay Round.\textsuperscript{273} Given the system of progressive liberalization that is used in the WTO system, GATS is in its nascent stages and is not nearly as developed as GATT in liberalizing markets. Annex 1C contains the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).\textsuperscript{274} Intellectual property rights were addressed for the first time in the Uruguay Round.\textsuperscript{275}

WTO members are also required to accept the Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU), set forth in Annex 2,\textsuperscript{276} and the Trade Policy Review Mechanism (TPRM), set forth in Annex 3.\textsuperscript{277} Annex 4 contains the plurilateral agreements: the Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft, the Agreement on Government Procurement, the International Dairy Agreement and the International Bovine Meat Agreement.\textsuperscript{278}

A WTO agreement that is \textit{multilateral} is mandatory, which means that all WTO members must accept and comply with it.\textsuperscript{279} Multilateral agreements are to be distinguished from \textit{plurilateral} agreements, which are agreements that WTO members may in their discretion agree to.\textsuperscript{280} The authority for these distinctions and definitions is found in three places in the WTO agreements. The Final Act provides that the WTO agreements “shall be open for acceptance as a whole,” and that acceptance of the so-called plurilateral agreements included in Annex 4 are to be governed by the provisions of the particular plurilateral
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agreement in issue.\textsuperscript{281} Furthermore, Article II of the WTO Charter provides in pertinent part as follows:

2. The agreements and associated legal instruments included in Annexes 1, 2 and 3 (hereinafter referred to as "Multilateral Trade Agreements") are integral parts of this Agreement, binding on all Members.

3. The agreements and associated legal instruments included in Annex 4 (hereinafter referred to as "Plurilateral Trade Agreements") are also part of this Agreement for those Members that have accepted them, and are binding on those Members. The Plurilateral Trade Agreements do not create either obligations or rights for Members that have not accepted them.\textsuperscript{282}

Finally, the last possible authority for the distinction between multilateral and plurilateral agreements can be found in Article XVI of the WTO Charter. Article XVI prohibits reservations by WTO members to multilateral agreements except as allowed in the agreements themselves, and provides a looser standard for plurilateral agreements, simply saying that reservations to plurilateral agreements are to be governed by the provisions of the particular agreement.\textsuperscript{283}

There is a historical context for the "single-package" concept bound up in the term "multilateral." One of the main criticisms of the Tokyo Round of trade negotiations was that GATT contracting parties were able to choose which "code" they would comply with, creating in essence a "GATT à la carte."\textsuperscript{284} The problems with an à la carte GATT were that it was very complex and costly to administer and violated the spirit of the basic GATT non-discrimination principles.\textsuperscript{285} In the Uruguay Round, the WTO agreements are for the most part a take-it-or-leave-it package.

One of the more notable features of the Final Act and the Uruguay Round was that it was not an amendment of existing GATT instruments, but the provision of an entirely new set of agreements.\textsuperscript{286} The General
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Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (GATT 1994)\textsuperscript{287} was another smaller umbrella instrument covering the set of multilateral agreements that resulted from the Uruguay Round dealing with trade in goods.\textsuperscript{288} These agreements are "legally distinct" from "GATT 1947," the original GATT.\textsuperscript{289} It was thus unnecessary to adhere to amendment procedures set forth in the GATT.\textsuperscript{290} Having said this, the Uruguay Round agreements do continue to enforce the GATT as it was conceived in 1947, as well as a good deal of what evolved in the years thereafter. The WTO Charter provides that, except as otherwise provided, "the WTO shall be guided by the decisions, procedures and customary practices followed by the [contracting parties] to GATT 1947 and the bodies established in the framework of GATT 1947."\textsuperscript{291} In addition, GATT 1994 provides that it includes GATT 1947 and the protocols and certifications relating to tariff concessions, protocols of accession, decisions on waivers, and other decisions made by contracting parties to GATT 1947.\textsuperscript{292}

Table 1: The WTO Agreements\textsuperscript{293}

ANNEX 1: FINAL ACT — AGREEMENT ESTABLISHING THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION

ANNEX 1A: MULTILATERAL AGREEMENTS ON TRADE IN GOODS

- General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994
- General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1947
- Understanding on the Interpretation of Article XXIV of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (on regional trade agreements)
- Marrakesh Protocol to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994
- Agreement on Agriculture
- Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures
- Agreement on Textiles and Clothing
- Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade

\textsuperscript{287} General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Apr. 15, 1994, 1867 U.N.T.S. 154 [hereinafter GATT 1994].
\textsuperscript{288} See WTO Legal Texts, supra note 4.
\textsuperscript{289} Marrakesh Agreement, supra note 263, art. II, para. 4.
\textsuperscript{290} JACKSON, WORLD TRADING SYSTEM, supra note 224, at 47.
\textsuperscript{291} Marrakesh Agreement, supra note 263, art. XVI, para. 1.
\textsuperscript{292} GATT 1994, supra note 287, at para. 1.
\textsuperscript{293} WTO Legal Texts, supra note 4.
• Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures
• Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (antidumping)
• Agreement on Implementation of Article VII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (customs valuation)
• Agreement on Preshipment Inspection
• Agreement on Rules of Origin
• Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures
• Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures
• Agreement on Safeguards

ANNEX 1B: GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TRADE IN SERVICES

ANNEX 1C: AGREEMENT ON TRADE-RELATED ASPECTS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

ANNEX 2: UNDERSTANDING ON RULES AND PROCEDURES GOVERNING THE SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

ANNEX 3: TRADE POLICY REVIEW MECHANISM

ANNEX 4: PLURILATERAL TRADE AGREEMENTS
ANNEX 4(a) AGREEMENT ON TRADE IN CIVIL AIRCRAFT
ANNEX 4(b) AGREEMENT ON GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT
ANNEX 4(c) INTERNATIONAL DAIRY AGREEMENT
ANNEX 4(d) INTERNATIONAL BOVINE MEAT AGREEMENT

UNDERSTANDING ON COMMITMENTS IN FINANCIAL SERVICES

The original GATT, now known as “GATT 1947” in the post-Uruguay-round context, was not an organization, nor did it have an organization to administer it, at least in a formal legal sense.294 The ITO failed to come into existence.295 Consequently, the GATT had “contracting parties” instead of members.296 But in fact, the GATT operated as an international organization, complete with various committees and working parties.297

294. See JACKSON, WORLD TRADING SYSTEM, supra note 224, at 59.
295. See id. at 38.
296. Id. at 59.
297. JACKSON, WORLD TRADE, supra note 169, at 157-62.
The WTO, by contrast, is a full-fledged intergovernmental organization, meeting the requirements in international law for such status. The WTO has "members" in a formal legal sense and not simply as a matter of practice. The original membership of the WTO consists of the GATT 1947 contracting parties as of the date of entry into force of the WTO Charter and the European Communities.

The date of entry into force for the WTO is January 1, 1995, the date when the WTO came into existence under the WTO Charter. It is also the date when the WTO Multilateral Agreements set forth in the Annexes came into force. The agreements should be reviewed, however, for their effective dates because some obligations are phased in, particularly obligations of developing countries. Procedures also exist in the WTO Charter for members to accept an agreement after its entry into force, which may be needed in the event that an original member has to delay acceptance pending approval by its legislature or other governmental authority, or for new members who accede to the WTO. The entry into force of plurilateral agreements is governed entirely by the terms of those agreements.

WTO membership is not limited to "countries" or "nations." WTO membership hinges on an economic definition of a "customs territory,"
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298. See BERNARD HOEKMAN & MICHEL M. KOSTECKI, THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE WORLD TRADING SYSTEM 69 (2001) ("The WTO is an inter-governmental organization. Only government representatives have legal standing.").


300. See Final Act, supra note 260, at para. 3. The WTO Charter provides that "[t]his Agreement and the Multilateral Trade Agreements annexed hereto shall enter into force on the date determined by Ministers in accordance with paragraph 3 of the Final Act Embodying the Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations." Marrakesh Agreement, supra note 263, art. XIV, para. 1. Paragraph 3 of the Final Act provides:

The representatives agree on the desirability of acceptance of the WTO Agreement by all participants in the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (hereinafter referred to as "participants") with a view to its entry into force by 1 January 1995, or as early as possible thereafter. Not later than late 1994, Ministers will meet, in accordance with the final paragraph of the Punta del Este Ministerial Declaration, to decide on the international implementation of the results, including the timing of their entry into force.

Final Act, supra note 260, at para. 3.

301. Cf. JACKSON, WORLD TRADING SYSTEM, supra note 224, at 4.


303. Marrakesh Agreement, supra note 263, art. XIV, para. 2.

304. Id. at art. XIV, para. 4. ("The acceptance and entry into force of a Plurilateral Trade Agreement shall be governed by the provisions of that Agreement.").
rather than on a political definition of a state.\textsuperscript{305} The eligibility criteria are discussed \textit{infra} in the context of accessions to the WTO and the WTO agreements, because it is in accessions that the issue arises.\textsuperscript{306} With the exception of the European Union (EU), the determination of original membership depends on an entity's status as a GATT contracting party.\textsuperscript{307} The EU was added as a member because it is a "customs territory" as that term is defined in the WTO Charter and because all of its members were original GATT 1947 contracting parties.\textsuperscript{308}

Outside of original membership in the WTO, the predominant way to become a member of the WTO is through accession. The WTO Charter provides that "[a]ny [s]tate or separate customs territory possessing full autonomy in the conduct of its external commercial relations and of the other matters provided for in this Agreement and the Multilateral Trade Agreements may accede to this Agreement, on terms to be agreed between it and the WTO."\textsuperscript{309} A "customs territory" is defined in GATT as "any territory with respect to which separate tariffs or other regulations of commerce are maintained for a substantial part of the trade of such territory with other territories."\textsuperscript{310} Decisions on accession are to be taken at Ministerial Conferences, and a two-thirds majority of current WTO members must approve.\textsuperscript{311} This can take many years. China's WTO accession took fifteen years (though China may not be a typical case, given the size and complexity of its economy).\textsuperscript{312}

\section*{F. The Rise of Regionalism}

After seven years, the WTO Doha Round stalled in July 2008.\textsuperscript{313} While multilateral negotiations faltered, bilateral and regional trade agreements proliferated in what have become known as a "spaghetti bowl of criss-crossing arrangements."\textsuperscript{3014} The 2013 U.S. Trade Policy

\textsuperscript{305.} See \textit{id.} at Explanatory Notes.
\textsuperscript{306.} See \textit{infra} text accompanying notes 309-12.
\textsuperscript{307.} See Marrakesh Agreement, \textit{supra} note 263, art. II, para. 1.
\textsuperscript{308.} Cf. \textit{id.} at art. XII, para. 1; GATT 1947, \textit{supra} note 13, at art. 24, para. 2.
\textsuperscript{309.} Marrakesh Agreement, \textit{supra} note 263, at art. XII, para. 1.
\textsuperscript{310.} GATT 1947, \textit{supra} note 13, at art. XXIV, para. 4.
\textsuperscript{311.} Marrakesh Agreement, \textit{supra} note 263, at art. XII, para. 2.
\textsuperscript{313.} Alan Beattie, \textit{WTO Keeps Faith with Stalling Doha Talks}, \textit{FIN. TIMES}, May 1, 2011, available at http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/CC024fe8-740a-11e0-b788-00144feabdc0.htm l#axzz2vm6Q2gJX.
\textsuperscript{314.} \textit{WORLD TRADE ORG., MULTILATERALIZING REGIONALISM: CHALLENGES FOR THE GLOBAL TRADING SYSTEM 1}, 1 (Richard Baldwin & Patrick Low eds., 2008) [hereinafter WTO, MULTILATERALIZING].
Agenda and 2012 Annual Report makes the case for continuing with the Doha Round, but it also spends many pages explaining United States regional and bilateral initiatives. Recent years have seen a dramatic rise in regional trade agreements (RTAs). As of January 31, 2014, the WTO (and its predecessor GATT) received 583 notifications of RTAs, of which 377 are in force. There are two kinds of RTAs relevant to this discussion: customs unions and free trade agreements. About ninety percent of RTAs are free trade agreements, and the other ten percent are customs unions. A prominent example of a customs union is the European Union (EU), though outside of world trade law the EU is more than that. The North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is a prominent example of a free trade agreement. The EU and the United States are currently negotiating another form of super-agreement, the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, which is a combination of both a trade and an investment agreement.

The GATT and GATS contain provisions for evaluating the consistency of RTAs with the WTO agreements. I will not get into these provi-
sions here in detail. They are designed to determine whether RTAs are trade diverting rather than trade creating.326

In February 1996, the WTO established the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements.327 The purposes of the Committee "are to examine individual regional agreements; and to consider the systemic implications of the agreements for the multilateral trading system and the relationship between them."328

What are the issues here? First, the transaction costs of cooperation in the WTO are very high.329 There are a number of reasons for the failure of the Doha Round. One is the substantial effort needed to get WTO members to agree in the large, complex, multilateral context in which the WTO must operate.330 Second, if RTAs become the dominant institution for trade liberalization, questions arise as to the role of the WTO and its agreements.331 Third, with regionalism, fewer parties

other contracting parties with such territories.

5. Accordingly, the provisions of this [a]greement shall not prevent, as between the territories of contracting parties, the formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area or the adoption of an interim agreement necessary for the formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area; Provided that:

(a) with respect to a customs union, or an interim agreement leading to a formation of a customs union, the duties and other regulations of commerce imposed at the institution of any such union or interim agreement in respect of trade with contracting parties not parties to such union or agreement shall not on the whole be higher or more restrictive than the general incidence of the duties and regulations of commerce applicable in the constituent territories prior to the formation of such union or the adoption of such interim agreement, as the case may be;

(b) with respect to a free-trade area, or an interim agreement leading to the formation of a free-trade area, the duties and other regulations of commerce maintained in each [of] the constituent territories and applicable at the formation of such free-trade area or the adoption of such interim agreement to the trade of contracting parties not included in such area or not parties to such agreement shall not be higher or more restrictive than the corresponding duties and other regulations of commerce existing in the same constituent territories prior to the formation of the free-trade area, or interim agreement as the case may be. . . .

GATT art. XXIV, paras. 4-5(a-b).

326. See GATT art. XXIV, paras. 4-5(a-b); GATS art. V.


328. Id.


330. There is an interdisciplinary literature on transaction cost economics of treaties and multilateral agreements. For an influential account, see JOEL TRACHTMAN, THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (2008).

331. See id.
participate in narrowly gauged trade negotiations. The concern arises whether developing countries will lose the ability to leverage their power together at the bargaining table, as they did in the Doha Round. The result of the rise of RTAs just might be “divide-and-conquer neoliberalism,” a situation in which countries with asymmetrical bargaining power agree to unequal trade agreements that promote the agendas of powerful multinational enterprises whose headquarters happen to be in the territory of the country with the stronger bargaining power. In some respects, RTAs could make the world start to look like it did during the bad old days of colonialism but with subtler forms of exercise of power.

III. THEORIES OF GLOBAL JUSTICE

Trade requires institutions. Institutions are human-created social practices. Markets are not natural entities like planets or trees. They do not exist in a state of nature. Their structure is not inevitable, existing outside the reach of any government. In fact, their structure depends on government. The inequality that comes from markets is within our control. A market is determined by a set of human-constructed rules about who owns what and on what conditions, what is a public versus a private function, and how to pay for things. So, a “free market” is not something the government intrudes upon with regulation. Rather, it is government regulation, in the form of law, that makes markets of any sufficient scale possible. Markets do not exist without societies. How we design markets is up to us, based on what we value as a society. We might emphasize economic efficiency or economic liberty alone, but that is rarely the case. We usually want some form of fairness established in a market. Many would not accept a strictly egalitarian approach, but recent research on American attitudes about economic inequality suggests that Americans highly disfavor inequality, and when asked to

332. See id.
333. See id.
335. See Robert Reich, RobertReich.org/post/61406074983 for an accessible discussion. There may be limited cases in which markets exist based purely on personal interactions that can be understood as an infinitely repeating game. These cases are rare, and the conditions in which they are successful cannot sustain the sort of large-scale cooperation or coordination we are talking about with international trade and global supply chains.
rank unlabeled wealth distributions, Americans actually preferred that of Sweden to that of their own country.\textsuperscript{336}

Institutions necessary to make large-scale markets possible, at either the national or global level, have both mandatory and coercive features.\textsuperscript{337} This is true now and throughout history. Institutions comprising a global order for economics and commerce create what Mathias Risse calls "shared membership" in this global order.\textsuperscript{338} We have moved from colonialism to multilateralism, and now many are speculating about the rise of regionalism. We no longer have the immediacy of force as in the case of the \textit{Santa Catarina}, or appropriation of lands and opening of trade routes by brute force. Today, sovereign and corporate power determines the structure of institutions allocating the benefits and burdens of international trade.

If it is the case that markets cannot exist without institutions, or cannot exist to the extent that they do as national and global economies without institutions, then we might want to know why economic inequality might be justified. We also want to know how power in trade negotiations may be exercised legitimately, and what sorts of institutional structures are fair. These are questions about political morality and the role of morality at the level of institutions. These are important questions. We want the institutions we create to comply with our moral convictions about freedom, autonomy, justice, rights, and equality. Moral legitimacy tells us whether these institutions make claims on us to comply with their mandates. If we ignore such questions, we risk harm to others, we become too deferential to power when deference is unwarranted, and we become prone to ideological manipulation. Too much is at stake in international economic law. The philosopher, the social scientist, and the lawyer each have their respective roles to play in understanding and evaluating international economic law.\textsuperscript{339} While the political philosopher facilitates our understanding of what we value, the lawyer provides an essential tool kit to understand how institutions actually operate, and the social scientist tells us about cause and effect, incentives, and costs and benefits.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{336} Michael I. Norton & Dan Ariely, \textit{Building a Better America–One Wealth Quintile at a Time}, 6 PERSP. ON PSYCHOL. SCI. 9, 10 (2011).
\item \textsuperscript{337} See RISSE, supra note 11, at 25.
\item \textsuperscript{338} Id.
\end{itemize}
Distributive justice tends to be the main focus of discussions of the institutional morality of trade institutions. We are also concerned here with human rights, but I will focus on justice with the understanding that justice and human rights go hand-in-hand in these discussions. In addition, economic and social rights are contested terrain. In the United States, for example, we do not talk of human rights of an economic and social kind, but rather focus on our constitutional principles relating to civil rights or civil liberties. Political philosophy on global distributive justice tends to refer to itself principally as a discussion about global justice.

A cosmopolitan theory will hold state borders to be morally arbitrary. In cosmopolitan accounts, citizenship is a birth lottery. We owe each other moral duties by virtue of our humanity. Because each person is morally equal, duties of justice extend to everyone. We should be impartial to every person regardless of nationality. There are a number of variants on cosmopolitanism, but these institutional, moral, political, and legal variants on cosmopolitanism are beyond our scope here. Accounts that are broadly described as liberal nationalist or statist contend that states matter, and we should be partial to our

341. See, e.g., infra note 344.
compatriota. Distributive justice in these accounts is a matter for political communities. We can get more specific within these perhaps overly broad labels. Some have tried to account for global justice on the basis of a plural set of grounds for justice, as Mathias Risse does in his account of pluralist internationalism.

In his recent book, Risse uses two opposing concepts to explain these accounts: relational versus non-relational and statist versus globalist. A relationist contends that principles of justice make demands on persons who share a relationship mediated by social practices, whereas a non-relationist contends that principles of justice make demands on each person regardless of what relationship they might share. Statists are relationists; they contend that the only morally relevant relationship for the demands of justice to apply is the state. Globalists can be either relationists or non-relationists. A globalist who is a non-relationist might ground justice in common humanity or some other ground that has nothing to do with a social practice like an institution. A cosmopolitan contends that we all owe each other duties of justice by virtue of being human. From what has been said so far, my account might be classified as a global relationist view, where relationships among peoples come to be as a result of both the structure of a global society and also from the coercive qualities of that structure. It is morally relevant that persons, groups, and states cannot choose to be exempt from the exercise of power by trade institutions.

How would a global relationist morally justify trade institutions? Consider the following equality principle: Do the least well-off who may be affected by a trade agreement have reason to reject the agreement? This connects to impartiality and reciprocity. The argument here is essentially, "You are asking me to bear a disproportionate burden or hardship. I have moral standing to claim these burdens or hardships are unjustified and should be prevented or mitigated in some way in the
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353. Id. (citing Thomas W. Pogge, Cosmopolitanism and Sovereignty, in Political Restructuring in Europe: Ethical Perspectives 89, 89 (Chris Brown ed., 1994)).
international economic order.” A full-blown account is beyond our scope here. It would take a lot of work to develop an account, but let’s take some tentative steps towards doing so.

IV. THE FUTURE OF TRADE INSTITUTIONS

Three underlying principles seem to be, or have been, at work in the world trading system, depending on the era. The first was a set of ideas coming from colonialism and mercantilism. The second is progressive trade liberalization, which came about with the GATT and its negotiating rounds—though many economists would claim that this is simply mercantilism in another form. When the GATT began in 1947, the aim of the GATT contracting parties was trade liberalization, mainly for tariffs. This was accomplished through successive rounds of trade negotiations. The operating principle for these trade negotiating rounds was progressive trade liberalization, structured around the political influence of producers in national governments and the power of governments in trade negotiations. What happens in trade negotiations is governed by politics. Governments want to close markets in which their country lacks comparative advantage and open markets in which it has such advantage. If the WTO process fails to deliver, regional arrangements are sought.


357. See generally R. Sharma, Agriculture in the GATT: A Historical Account, FAQ CORP. DOCUMENT REPOSITORY, www.fao.org/docrep/003/x7352e/x7352e04.htm (last visited Mar. 12, 2014). As Paul Krugman explains,

[If economists ruled the world, there would be no need for a World Trade Organization. The economist’s case for free trade is essentially a unilateral case: a country serves its own interests by pursuing free trade regardless of what other countries may do. . . . Fortunately or unfortunately, however, the world is not ruled by economists. The compelling economic case for unilateral free trade carries hardly any weight among people who really matter.]


Krugman elaborates:

Anyone who has tried to make sense of international trade negotiations eventually realizes that they can only be understood by realizing that they are a game scored according to mercantilist rules, in which an increase in exports—no matter how expensive to produce in terms of other opportunities foregone—is a victory, and an increase in imports—no matter how many resources it releases for other uses—is a defeat.

Id. at 114.
The third is production sharing, in which trade policy is no longer a matter of trade liberalization along nationalist lines, but a matter of production sharing and global supply chains. The mercantilist and progressive liberalization operating principles could be said to have transformed into a production-sharing norm after the Uruguay Round. As Richard Baldwin and Patrick Low explain:

This is a world in which production processes are spread through multiple jurisdictions across the world. The political economy effects of this fragmentation have been significant—blunting the old distinctions between "us" and "them" that used to drive trade policy. Producer interests that previously sought to protect their local markets from outsiders now worry about market access conditions and trade costs in a range of other markets as well. Hence the growing political economy forces that favor more open markets.

Two results (and no doubt more) likely derive from these principles. First, in the drive to open markets to facilitate production sharing, producers lobby national governments to open more markets. This is not new. Second, producer interests are now more disconnected from citizen interests than ever before, if they were ever aligned very much to begin with, even more than in the era of progressive trade liberalization. We are in a time of the state-less multinational enterprises. But the politicians, subject to the usual public-choice ills, still promote the interests of these enterprises as if their interests aligned with the interests of the polity and its citizens. Whether the interests of multinational enterprises align with those of citizens, labor, and consumers is really quite accidental, and often in conflict.

This is where justice enters the discussion. A fourth underlying principle should be justice. "Should be," as opposed to "is," is the right language because justice ought to be a goal for the world-trade order in this decade and the decades to come, but it is by no means certain that it will be. The WTO is built on the opposite lexical priority for what might be seen as an institutional order based on justice: economic power and economic efficiency trump rights and justice. This is so even though trade rules today go beyond the border, to the regulatory autonomy of a state, the core of domestic constitutional order.
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My point is not to be critical of the WTO. It was established with limited purposes. It cannot be asked to do what it was not designed to do. Rather, the point is to suggest that what is needed in the coming decade and thereafter is reform of global economic institutions. Consider the following four features of the global economic order and ask what values they should be built upon to have legitimacy. First, global economic institutions affect life prospects in dramatic ways. They affect benefits and burdens people are expected to accept. They substantially affect poverty and inequality. The rules are often designed to make the rich richer and the poor poorer, something akin to a priority for the better off or a reverse difference principle. Second, multinational enterprises benefit from inequality. Production sharing means that products can be reduced to components that can be made anywhere in the world where labor is cheapest, safety standards are lowest, and environmental standards are the most lax. Intra-industry and intra-firm trade comprises a larger percentage of trade flows than ever before. Third, the world is interdependent, in substantial part because of global economic institutions, and national borders do not realistically determine the limits of social cooperation. Fourth, the long history of trade involves coercion by various means. In the past, that coercion was in the form of offensive war and explicit use of force. In the contemporary era it is subtler, but coercion still exists in the exercise of political and legal power and by the lack of choice that states and their people have to either play the game, or not. In any such scheme of social cooperation, it is difficult to argue that justice should not be required for these institutional arrangements to have legitimacy.

Given that states hold the power and effectively operate as legislators when it comes to negotiating trade agreements, by which standards should they be required to legislate? Go back to the equality principle of (Chantal Thomas & Joel P. Trachtman eds., 2009) (discussing the “right to regulate” of WTO members).
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367. See TAN, supra note 344, at 173 (discussing how coercion affects the need for reciprocity).
the prior section: Do the least well off who may be affected by a trade agreement have reason to reject the agreement? This is a test based on impartiality and reciprocity all the way down for each state participating in the global economic order. From here we can develop robust difference principles to avoid provisions in trade agreements that make worse-off groups worse off, that deprive people of equal opportunities to gain from trade, and that benefit some at the expense of others. These are the sorts of aims that trade negotiators should negotiate about in addition to progressive trade liberalization and production sharing.

V. CONCLUSION

World trade law exists within a fragmented international legal system. The latter parts of this Article have focused mainly on constraining trade regimes with principles of distributive justice. Think of how we regulate commerce inside the borders of a state. Domestic legal systems do not suffer the limits imposed by fragmentation in international law. Still other areas in need of coverage have to do with trade and the environment and trade and human rights. The challenges ahead will be in regulating these important areas of cooperation in a way that does not privilege one set of considerations over another. It is a demanding task. WTO members found consensus impractical in the Doha Development Round of trade negotiations, which does not deal with the sort of very demanding commitments discussed in this Article.

The future for the sort of justice-oriented approaches offered in this Article seems dim. With the high transaction costs associated with the WTO agenda, states are resorting to large-scale RTAs, which, while not multilateral in the WTO sense, nevertheless have many potential signatories. Two major examples are the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership and the Trans-Pacific Partnership. There has been some press arguing that these agreements do not promote free trade but simply make rules to entrench the power of multinational enterprises. Examining these claims is beyond the scope of this Article. What seems clear, however, is that we will likely see more trade institutions and more institutional complexity governing trade. The

368. See generally GARCIA, supra note 344; RISSE, supra note 11.


questions raised in this Article seem ever more pressing. This might be a good time to reflect on how we wish to proceed.